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Royal Lift is a strong lifting and rejuvenating treatment

for the face and neck. Strongly moisturizes the skin,

strengthens its antioxidant system, while tightening

and regenerating. The unique combination of two

stimulant formulations based on polynucleotides and

hyaluronic acid provides not only to improve the

quality and density of the skin, but also to improve the

contour of the face and neck. ROYAL LIFT is a safe

treatment that can be used all year round.

ROYAL LIFT

The effects are visible after the first treatment,
We recommend a series of 3-4 treatments up to 21 days.



lack of tension and firmness

wrinkles

furrows

grey and dull skin

lack of skin elasticity

lack of elasticity of the skin

no clearly outlined facial oval

INDICATIONS



cancer diseases

viral diseases

active herpes

infections of the body

Pregnancy and breastfeeding

propensity to keratosis

blood clotting problems

taking blood-thinning medicines

allergy to any ingredient of products

CONTRAINDICATIONS



The Royal Lift treatment consists of combining NUCLEOLIFT with

CYTOCARE 640 or with CYTOCARE 715, which have in their

composition high molecular hyaluronic acid.

This combination of ingredients allows for strong regeneration and

stimulation of fibroblasts to produce new collagen and elastin

bonds.

High quality products and their consistency allow us to get         

an immediate effect of improving facial oval and skin tone.

To achieve a strong lifting effect, MAESELLE has developed         

a technique of 10 points for the face and 9 points for the neck so

as to strengthen the effect and stimulate the cells more to act.

ROYAL LIFT



1. Cleanse the face

2. Disinfection of the treatment field

3. Optionally apply anesthesia

4. We combine preparations in a ratio of 1:1

5. We serve the stimulation cocktail with

the technique of 10 points on the face

and a 9-point neck.

6. Skin disinfection after treatment

7. Apply the cream after the procedure

8. Apply SPF cream



treatment area



treatment area



DISTRIBUTION
distribution@beautymed.pl 

CONTACT WITH US!

Maeselle
ul. Bitwy Warszawskiej 1920 r. 23 lok. 126, 02-366 Warszawa, 

www.shop.maeselle.com 
biuro@beautymed.pl 

tel. 692 799 983 


